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Microdischarges Utilized In Portable Gas Sensing And Their
Atmospheric Contaminants
By
Colin H. Sillerud
M.S., Chemical Engineering, University of New Mexico, 2017

ABSTRACT

Portable applications of microdischarges such as the chemical detection, remediation of
gaseous wastes, or the destruction of volatile organic compounds will mandate operation in the
presence of contaminant species. This work examines the temporal evolution of microdischarge
optical and ultraviolet emissions during pulsed operation by experimental methods. By varying
the pulse length of a microdischarge initiated in a 4-hole silicon microcavity array operating in a
655 Torr ambient primarily composed of Ne, we were able to measure the emission growth rates
for different contaminant species native to the discharge environment as a function of pulse
length. It was found that emission from hydrogen and oxygen impurities demonstrated similar
rates of change, while emissions from molecular and atomic nitrogen, measured at 337.1 nm and
120 nm respectively, exhibited the lowest rate of change. We conclude that it is likely that O2
undergoes the same resonant energy transfer process between rare gas excimers that has been
shown for H2. Further, efficient resonant processes were found to be favored during ignition and
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extinction phases of the pulse, while emission at the 337.1 nm line from N2 was favored during
the intermediate stage of the plasma. In addition to experimental results, a zero-dimensional
analysis is also presented to further understand the nature of the microdischarge.
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Chapter 1
Microdischarges as Excitation Sources for Chemical Detectors
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1.1. Introduction
More than one person dies each day due to preventable chemical exposure in the United
States [5]. Globally, more than 350,000 people die each year from unintentional chemical
poisoning [10]. Further, in the current global terrorism climate, chemical attacks like those in the
Tokyo subway system in 1998 as well as those by ISIS and al-Qaeda over the last twenty years
have become increasingly likely [11].
The detection of hazardous chemicals utilizes three types of devices classified as: 1)
field-portable [1], 2) field deployable, and 3) field collection with laboratory analysis [12]. Fieldportable devices can be easily carried and allow for on-site sample analysis. Field-deployable
devices are installed on-site and offer autonomous operation including data collection and
analysis for extended periods. The last method, field collection followed by off-site laboratory
analysis, is the most comprehensive, universal and specific in its results, but it is time consuming
and so it is used primarily for analysis after an event. To provide actionable information that can
save lives during an event, field analysis is required. Though field-ready systems are being
produced [1], many factors have slowed their widespread adoption including field
contamination, high power consumption, and sensor fouling to name a few.
Chemical detection systems are comprised of three main components: the preconcentrator, the column, and the detector. First, the pre-concentrator, which serves as a sample
amplifier, adsorbs the sample onto a suitable material until it is released as a plug, often via
thermal ramp [13, 14]. Second, the plug flows into the column coated with a stationary phase,
which retards the flow of analytes based on their interaction with the phase [15, 16]. Third, the
separated analytes flow to the detector, which typically gives the retention time of each species.
By comparing the retention time of each species to that of a known sample, the identity of the
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unknown samples can be determined. This work will focus on the third stage of the system, the
detector. Power supply, gas supply, chemical handling, ease of use, and contamination are
critical concerns with any portable detector.

1.2. Detectors for Chemical Sensing
Detectors for gas chromatography (GC) fall into two general classifications: universal
and selective. While universal detectors often examine bulk properties such as thermal
conductivity and are widely applicable, they can suffer from poor selectivity and are easily
affected by changes to external factors such as temperature [17, 18]. Selective detectors, on the
other hand, react to specific properties of analytes and not the carrier gas [6]. Examples include
flame ionization detectors (FIDs), electron capture detectors (ECDs), chemiresistors,
photoionization detectors (PIDs), and mass spectrometers (MS).
The FID is the most widely used detector in conventional GC due to its high sensitivity
(pg for hydrocarbons) and ease of use. However, FIDs require gas supplies such a H2 and suffer
from a dramatic reduction in their sensitivity with respect to non-carbon based compounds.
Further, the signal output of a FID is directly proportional to its size, so smaller sensors suffer
from a loss in signal [19]. Absorptive sensors such as chemiresistors typically feature response
times > 1 s and can be poisoned by solvents [20, 21]. Fabry-Perot type detectors have low
detection levels, but require high-energy input due to their utilization of lasers, beam
splitter/collimators, and spectrometer/photodetectors [22, 23]. Mass spectrometers are often
referred to as the ‘gold standard’ of analytical techniques, but they have prohibitive size, vacuum
and operational gas needs [24].
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As recently as 2012, peer researchers have expressed a need for improved detection
capabilities [25]. This detector should meet four requirements: 1) low limits of detection, 2) low
operational power consumption, 3) simple and inexpensive fabrication, 4) non-destructive and
non-selective for analytes [6]. The micro-discharge (plasma) based photoionization detector has
been shown to meet these requirements [6].

1.2.1. The Photoionization Detector
The photoionization detector (PID) provides a portable and stable detector with relatively
low power consumption, making it a reasonable choice for field use [1, 12]. PIDs use photons
from a plasma source to excite and disassociate electrons from their corresponding analyte
molecules. The ionized molecules are attracted to the cathode and registered as an increase in
current on the order of (pA). As shown in Figure 1-1, they are constructed using a plasma
source, a window, an analyte flow channel and a charged electron collector. The excitation of
the analyte is predicated on the energy of the photon and the analyte’s ionization potential (I.P.).
This is a non-destructive process that allows for further sample analysis by downstream
detection. Further, PIDs do not use combustible make-up gases such as H2, so they are safe for
use in environments where combustion could be hazardous.
The gas-phase ionization of a neutral molecule, M, is assumed to proceed through the
stepwise path of: direct photon impact, excitation, and ionization shown in Eq. (1).

! + ℎ! → !∗ → !! + ! !

(1)
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However, many competing relaxation pathways exist, including, but not limited to, the loss of
product ions (M+) via electron recapture and neutralizing collisions with other molecules such as

Salt
Crystal
Window

Plasma
Chamber

Cathode

Anode

hv

e
-

Carrier Gas
Carrier
Gas Flow

Analyte

Figure 1-1 Schematic of a photoionization detector.

contaminants and gas carrier molecules. These competing pathways reduce the detector signal
response and lessen the detector efficiency. In the ideal case, under conditions of little or no
competing reactions with impurities, the following equation (Eq. 2) describes detector response:

! = !"#$%&[M]

(2)

where i is the detector current, I is the initial photon flux, F is the faraday constant, η is the
photoionization efficiency, σ is the molecule’s absorption cross-section, N is Avogadro’s
number, L is the path length of the excited molecule, and [M] is the molecule’s gas concentration
[26].
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The range of analytes that can be detected by a PID is a function of the energy of the
photons delivered, which is a function of the PID’s constituent gases and the transmittance of the
window. Table 1-1 shows the strongest lines produced by available VUV lamps. The current
limit of detection is the Argon lamp with a lithium fluoride window, which reaches energies of
11.83 eV (104.8 nm). However, this is a limit on the range of analytes that a PID with a window
can detect.
Table 1-1 List of VUV photo energies realized by using different window and gas
configurations [1].

Nominal
Lamp
Photon
Energies

Fill
Gas

11.7-11.8

Ar

10.6
10.2

Kr
H2

Major Emission
Lines

Rela;ve
Intensity

Window
Crystal

Crystal
TransmiDance
λ Range (nm)
**

LiF

105-5000

MgF2

115-7000

(eV)

(nm)

11.83

104.8

1000

11.62

106.7

500

10.64

116.5

200

10.03

123.6

650

10.2

121.6

1000

10.2

121.6

500

MgF2

9.8-10.0

Kr

10.03

123.6

650

CaF2

125-8000

9.5-9.6

Xe

9.92

125

250

BaF2

135-9900

9.57

129.6

1000

8.44

147

600

9.52

130.2

900

9.5

130.5

600

9.49

130.6

300

8.44

147

600

9.5

8.4

O2

Xe

CaF2

Al2O3

145-4500

SiO2

145-2300

The window grants certain benefits as well as drawbacks. Using different gas and
window configurations, PIDs gain high selectivity in certain cases by operating in between the
ionization potentials of different analytes. For example, aromatic compounds (I.E. ~ 8-9 eV) can
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be selectively detected amongst a background of alkanes (I.E. ~ 10-13 eV) by using a Xe lamp
with a BaF2 window (9.5 eV) [27]. However, many analytes of interest have a higher IP than the
LiF window will transmit (11.83 eV). Some examples include, Freon (IP: 11.77 to 12.91 eV),
methane (IP: 12.98 eV), and chlorine trifluride (IP: 12.65 eV) [28].
Removal of the window in certain designs, allows for detection of basically any analyte.
Common configurations rely on a simple rod-shaped electrode structure to generate the DCpowered glow discharge [9, 29]. Helium is the gas of choice for windowless atomic emission
spectroscopy due to its ionization (24.58 eV) and excitation energies (19.82, 20.62 eV), and for
photoionization due to photon energies ranging from 13.5 to 17.5 [30], which are the highest of
all elements. This allows He PIDs (HPID) to excite and ionize any element [31, 32].

1.2.2. Microdischarges in Chemical Detection
Microdischarges (MD) offer a potential step towards realizing the potential of the PID as
a field detector. The term microdischarge, though it is not clearly defined, refers to a non-local
thermal equilibrium (non-LTE) plasma whose small dimensions lead to new physical properties
[33] such as an increased power density, high excimer concentrations [34], and the
predominance of plasma sheaths. Types of MDs include, direct current (DC), capacitive coupled
discharges (CCD), inductively coupled discharges (ICD), microwave induced discharges (MID),
radio frequency induced discharges (rfID), micro hollow cathode discharges (MHCD), and
dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) [35].
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MDs couple the efficient generation of UV and VUV emissions, with high-pressure
operation, a small footprint, and low power requirements [36-38]. Deep VUV emissions, ideal
for chemical sensing, are realized by multiple pathways including resonant energy transfer
between gas molecules and high energy states such as excimers [39]. Further, MHCDs generated
in Si microcavities add inexpensive up-scaling of radiant output through parallel operation [7].
Figure 1-2 shows operation of a parallel array with high surface area and a 200 x 200 (40,000)
cavity configuration [40]. Over the past 15 years, MDs have been explored as detectors used for
photoionization [6, 30, 41], atomic emission spectroscopy [7, 9, 29, 42, 43], and mass
spectroscopy [44, 45].

Figure 1-2 Pyramidal microdischarge array operated in 700 Torr Ne driven by an AC waveform. (a) Single
microdischarge. (b) 500 x 500 (40,000) array [7].

1.2.3. Contamination
An important hurdle to widespread adoption of microdischarges outside the laboratory
has been an issue with contamination and the resulting spectral interference [46]. Detectors that
utilize plasma as the excitation source rely on an understanding of the discharge’s output
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spectrum, which is a function of the make-up gas concentrations. Contamination of the plasma
gas carries great importance when using a PID. The relative signal intensity from different
chemical species arises from competing reactions, which are determined by the ratios of photon
emissions at different wavelengths [26]. Miclea et al described H2O contamination as possible
issue related to non-linear signal response from different analytes [9]. The group also
hypothesized that Fluorine would embed in the discharge walls, further changing its expected
linear response curve. Device lifetime is also degraded by glass fouling and damage to
electrodes, which both increase as contaminant concentration increases [1]. Even in discharge
chambers with static gas fill such as bulbs, small leaks can develop due to a mismatch in the
coefficient of thermal expansion between the window materials and glass lamp housing, which
both reduce the quantity of PID excitation gas and allow for contamination by outside air [1].

1.3. Plasma Fundamentals
1.3.1. Introduction to Plasma
Plasma is a state of matter consisting of ionized gas where electrons move through the
medium unbound to parent atoms. When negatively charged electrons that are bound to atoms in
a gas receive enough energy, they are able to escape the attraction to the positively charged
protons in the atom’s nucleus. This creates a state of free electrons and charged ions. Due to the
charges that exist, plasma demonstrates electrically active properties such as being conductive
and responding to magnetic fields. Plasmas exist on a scale from weakly ionized, where a small
percentage of atoms exist as ions, to completely ionized, where all atoms exist as ions [33].
When a gas first becomes ionized, the development of plasma proceeds through a series
of regimes that depend on the electrical parameters, voltage and current. As seen in Figure 1-3,
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following an initial voltage application, no discharge is present and current flow is minimal (A to
B). As the voltage is increased, the discharge transitions into a dark discharge where no glow is
present, but some current flows (B to C to D). Once the breakdown voltage is reached, a
Townsend discharge occurs and glow becomes visible (D). Immediately, the resistance drops
and current increases until a normal glow is reached (D to G). Further increase in voltage leads
first to an abnormal glow (G to H to I) followed by an arc (J) [33].

Figure 1-3 Current and voltage plot showing operational
regimes of a discharge. It has been inverted so that Voltage is
the independent variable [2].
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1.3.2. Thermal Equilibrium
Atmospheric pressure plasmas fall into two categories 1) local thermal equilibrium (LTE)
and 2) non-local thermal equilibrium (non-LTE).

In LTE plasmas, reactions and electron

transitions result from collisions with electrons, neutrals, and ions, not by radiative processes [3].
This state is further defined by the microscopic reversibility of interactions such as excitation/deexcitation, ionization/recombination, kinetic energy exchange, and absorption/emission [47]. As
a result, electron and heavy particle temperatures in a LTE plasma are equal [48]. Non-LTE
plasmas, conversely, feature distinct temperature profiles for heavy particles (ions and neutrals –
Th) and light particles (electrons – Te) [48]. In this case, significant radiative deexcitation of
electrons in the lower energy levels causes the electron-induced excitation rate to be greater than
the electron-induced deexcitation rate. This breaks equilibrium conditions, resulting in a nonBoltzmann electron energy distribution (Eq. 3). Here, conditions are governed by partial local
Boltzmann and Saha equilibrium (Eq. 4) (pLSE and pLBE respectively) in which TS = Texc = Te
>> Th [47]. In equation 3, Eqp is the energy required to bring an atom at state p to state q, and Texc
is the atom’s excitation temperature. In equation 4, Eip, is the ionization potential of atom in state
p, n is the gas density, Te is the electron temperature, and TS is the Saha temperature. In practical
terms, electrons move much faster then heavy particles and begin to control collisions and
transition phenomena [3]. This effect can be especially pronounced in pulsed discharges due to
the extreme difference in acceleration between heavy and light particles in transient electric
fields [49].

!!!"

!"#$%&'((: !(!!" ) ∝ ! !"!"#

(3)
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!"ℎ!: !(!!" ) ∝

!

!!

! !!"#!!

!/!

exp

!!!"

(4)

!"!

In low-pressure plasma, heavy particles are excited primarily through inelastic collisions
with electrons. These collisions lack the frequency to heat the neutrals and ions. As the collision
rate increases, Te drops and Th rises until they equalize and the plasma approaches LTE. Highpressure conditions reduce the mean free paths for each particle, increasing collision frequency,
which both heats the heavy particles and induces plasma chemistry.
This high-pressure regime is prone to instabilities. As heavy particles are accelerated,
their surface impacts become non-negligible, causing damage and alterations, most frequently, to
the cathode. Also, stepwise and penning ionization involving metastable species can cause an
avalanche of secondary electron generation like a laser [50]. Further, high-pressure operation
requires a high applied electric field, which can be satisfied by using a higher driving voltage or
reducing the electrode gap distance. In the case of increased voltage, a third instability arises
from the resulting increase in current density, particularly in the cathode sheath.

1.3.3. Paschen’s Law
Paschen’s Law (Eq. 5), derived in 1889 by Friedrich Pashcen, couples the breakdown
voltage of a plasma to the operating pressure (p) and gap distance (d) [51].

!"#

! = !" !"

(5)

!!

Where a and b are experimentally derived constants relating to physical parameters such
as cathode material. Further simplification is possible by using the dimensionless constant
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! = !"/(!")!"# , where (pd)min relates to the minimum breakdown voltage. Substitution into
equation 5 yields:
!

! = !!"# !!!"!

(6)

The minimum breakdown voltage is then determined by tracing the curve resulting from
equation 6, represented in Figure 1-4. Low-pressure operation in thus possible in the pd range of
1 – 10 Torr cm, where breakdown voltage is at a minimum. Under these constraints, to maintain

Figure 1-4 Paschen curves generated for He, Ne, Ar, H2, and N2. The
breakdown voltage expression was used as a function of the parameters, A and
B, which interpolate the first Townsend coefficient [4].

stability in high-pressure conditions, the gap distance must be decreased. Down-scaling the
plasma dimensions increases its area to volume ratio (A/V). This plays a stabilizing role in
microdischarges due to the predominance of boundary phenomena [3].
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1.4. Microdischarges

Microdischarges are defined as weakly-ionized plasmas whose characteristic spatial
dimension is between 1µm and 1mm [52, 53].

1.4.1. Radio Frequency and AC Glow Discharge
MDs have been initiated using high frequency rf signals (350 kHhz) [54, 55] as well as
lower frequency AC signals (10 kHz) [40]. Hoffmann et al demonstrated the ignition of a 200 x
200 AC-driven silicon micro-cavity array in Ne at 500-900 torr [54].

1.4.2. Direct Current Discharge
Micro-scale DC glow discharges have been studied extensively [53, 56-61]. However,
DC discharges suffer from poor device stability, consistency, and lifetime due to the sputtering
effect, where high velocity ions collide with and damage the metallic electrodes [62, 63].

1.4.3. Pulsed DC Discharge
To reduce sputtering, DC MDs have been run in pulsed mode including µs pulsed mode
[64, 65] and ns pulsed mode [49, 66, 67]. An increase in device life of greater than 6:1 was
reported in a ns-pulsed plasma driven at 10 kHz [62]. Pulsed modes also favor higher energy
transient states thought to arise from a build up of displacement current prior to breakdown
voltage [62].
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1.4.4. Dielectric Barrier Discharge
Dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) are generated using high voltage (1-100 kV) and
high frequency (up to MHz) potential [30]. The dielectric barrier is formed by placing a
dielectric material such as ceramic, glass, or a polymer against the electrode surface facing the
discharge chamber [63].

DBDs feature stabile discharge homogeneity and long electrode

operation lifetime [63, 68].

1.4.5. Micro hollow cathode discharge (MHCD)
In 1996, Schoenbach et al built the first micro hollow cathode discharge (MHCD) [69,
70], which can be operated in DC, pulsed DC, or rf. The micro hollow cathode device, shown in
Figure 1-5 is a sandwich construction composed, in its simplest form, of metal-dielectric-metal
layers with a hole drilled either partially or completely. The holes, typically on the order of 100250 µm, allow for atmospheric pressure operation based on the pd law discussed in section 1.4.3.

Figure 1-5 (Top) Image of MHCD generated in sandwich electrode-insulatorelectrode configuration. (Bottom) General diagram of a MHCD device with
sandwich construction [9].
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In this configuration, the pd scaling law is represented in accordance with microdischarge work
by White [71] to be a function of pD, where D is the hole diameter.

1.4.5.1. MHCD in Silicon

Figure 1-6 General diagram for MHCD construction in Si [3].

As a means of simply and efficiently up-scaling the radiative power of microdischarges,
arrays have been realized in silicon [8, 53, 56, 59]. Figure 1-6 shows the basic construction of a
silicon microcavity. Using complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) and micro
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technologies, microdischarge devices have been fabricated
in arrays of 500 x 500 (250,000) with parallel operation [7, 40]. For specific details on device
fabrication, see (Chen, Park, et al. 2002) [59].

Figure 1-7 SEM of: (top) a single Si microdischarge cavity with an inverted square pyramid shape 50 µm on a side, and
(bottom) an array of cavities [8].
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The MHCDs in silicon have been constructed in three primary geometries: the invertedpyramid, shown in Figure 1-7 [8, 53, 59], the square vertical cavity [59], and the circular vertical
cavity [56, 57, 62]. Devices have also been driven with the top electrode as the cathode [56] and
in the reverse polarity [72].

1.4.5.2. Electron Temperature and Density
The electron temperature and density in a discharge is a function of the type of gas, the
gas pressure, driving voltage, and electrode configuration [7]. Measuring discharge temp in a DC
glow discharge in Ar showed a nearly linear growth with pressure [73]. Scaled to atmospheric
pressure, the temperature and electron density of an Ar discharge is expected to be 2000 K and
1016 /cm3 [73]. A MHCD in He demonstrated gas temperatures of 500 K to 800 K in the pressure
range of 200 mbar to 1000 mbar respectively, nearly an order of magnitude lower than Ar under
the same conditions [74]. A closed MHCD (the bore diameter and the cathode/insulator thickness
had dimensions of 200µm and 100µm, respectively) was operated at 1 bar with a current of
0.5mA [75, 76]. An electron density of 1.2 × 1014 cm−3, a gas temperature of 660K and an
electron temperature of 10eV in the cathode sheath was reported. Electron temperature and
densities for a pulsed atmospheric pressure CCD in Ne were measured with laser Thomson
scattering by Bolouki et al [77]. They found an average ne and Te of 1.5 eV and 4 x 1022 m-3
respectively.

1.5. Review of Microdischarges as Detectors
To this author’s knowledge, the first use of a microdischarge as a chemical detector was
performed by Pedersen-Bjergaard in 1993 [55, 78]. This work used an rf microplasma generated
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in a 1-mm quartz capillary in He for the detection of halogens with a reported selectivity for
halogen to carbon of 103:1. Following works reported the detection of sulfur [55], and then H, S,
Cl, Br, and I [78]. However, this arrangement used an optimum power input of 25 W, which
would be difficult to consistently deploy to a field device.
The use of a MHCD in chemical sensing was first reported by Miclea et al. in 2002 [9].
The device construction consisted of an insulator sandwiched between two metallic foil
electrodes with a hole drilled perpendicular to the layers. They showed concentration specific
detection of halogenated hydrocarbons using an atmospheric pressure MHCD with He as the

Figure 1-8 Data from a DC-excited 100 μm microdischarge device to a 5 m gas chromatography column.
(Top) Spectral emissions of specific elemental and molecular species in the presence of a range of analytes.
(Bottom) The PID impedance during operation [7].
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plasma gas. A lower detection limit for CCl2F2 of 20 ppb was reported using the emission line
for Cl and F at 912.114 nm and 739.868 nm respectively. Kunze et al reported the detection of
CH4 and other hydrocarbons at ppm levels by recording CH emission spectra in an RF-driven
microplasma [42].
In 2006, Becker et al reported the coupling of a DC-excited MHCD (D = 100 µm) to a 5
m gas chromatography column to detect and discriminate complex molecules [7]. Examining the
unique response of a specific analyte at different wavelengths allows for a highly specific
detection system. Toxic or environmentally hazardous analytes at nanogram levels were
successfully and specifically detected. Figure 1-8 (top) shows the intensity of spectral emission
lines during sample elution. Each trace corresponds to the relative fluorescence of specific
molecular and dissociative fragments at the given wavelength. Figure 1-8 (bottom) shows the
device impedance during sample elution, which provides a secondary measurement tool. In each
case, the peaks correspond to the following hazardous chemical species: dimethyl
methylphosphonate, 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide, diethyl methylphosphonate, diisopropyl
methylphosphonate, dichlorohexane, 2-chloroethyl phenyl sulfide, tri-n-butyl phosphate and
methyl parathion (DMMP, CEES, DEMP, DIMP, DCH, CEPS, TBP, and MP respectively).
Recently, Narayanan et al reported the creation of a mass-sensitive PID that used a DC
microdischarge as the photoionization source [6]. Shown in Figure 1-9, the PID demonstrated the
capability to detect aromatics, straight carbon chains up to octane (LOD 50 ppm), and air that
was mixed with the injection. Further, the non-destructive nature of the PID allowed it to be
coupled to an FID for a second analysis. Franchina et al compared a barrier discharge ionization
detector (BID) run in He against a traditional FID for the detection of a range of analytes
including saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons along with diesel fuel [41]. They found an
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improved signal response of 4.1:1 over the FID, however, because the FID is mass sensitive
while the BID is concentration sensitive, the FID had a lower limit of detection. In 2014,
Miyahara et al [29] reported similar findings with a DC glow discharge in He.

Figure 1-9 Comparison between PID and FID detecting aromatics and hydrocarbons [6].

Lastly, a micro He dielectric barrier discharge photoionization detector (µHDBD-PID)
was developed by Zhu et al [30]. Non-destructive detection of hydrocarbons, alcohols, and
aromatics with high selectivity was reported. A lower detection limit on the order of pg was
reported for Pentane, CCl4, Heptane, Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, p-Xylene, and n-Nonane.
While the analyte peak height showed a linear positive response with He flow rate, the signal to
noise ratio reached a maximum at 20 mL/min and then declined with higher flow rates. Further, a
signal to noise ratio increase of 10:1 was reported over an FID, with no change in performance
over a three-week period. The discharge was run with a voltage and power of 4 kV and 385 mW
respectively, which represents low power compared to bench-top devices, but is orders of
magnitude higher than Si-MHCDs.
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Chapter 2
Electrical Character of a DC Microdischarge in Silicon
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2.1 Microdischarge Device
Figure 2-1 shows the scale of the device compared to a US quarter. The Si
discharge chip was secured to the board using conductive epoxy. The device was then
wire-bonded to electrodes on the board. Finally, non-conductive epoxy was applied to the
rim of the chip to avoid arcing between the device electrodes. The inset shows the four
discharge cavities and the top electrode.

Figure 2-1 Silicon microdischarge device compared to a US quarter for scale. The
magnified insert shows the four discharge cavities.
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2.2 Current and Voltage Curves in DC
Figure 2-2 shows the V-I (voltage-current) characteristics for a four-hole array
with 100 µm cavity diameter and a 100-150 µm cavity depth operated in 655 torr Ne. The
discharge was driven with the top electrode as the anode. The voltage was ramped stepwise from +100 V to +800 V in increments of 50 V, with each step held for 4 s. As seen
in Figure 2-2, the current stayed near zero until the breakdown voltage of + 250 V was
reached, at which point the plasma ignited and a flow of current was measured. As seen
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Figure 2-2 DC IV curve with the top electrode positively biased.

in the pictorial insets in Figure 2-2 (a-e) plasma was initiated in a hole-by-hole fashion.
As the driving voltage was increased, the voltage drop across the device and the current
flowing through the device also increased until the remaining three holes had ignited.
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Once all four holes ignited, the curve flattened, denoting normal-glow like
conditions. In this regime an increase in current corresponds to the plasma spreading
over the cathode surface. A discharge of this type is sustained by harvesting surface
electrons due to the increasing volume of the plasma, which keeps electron density of the
discharge relatively constant [1, 2]. Under these conditions the discharge retains a
relatively constant resistivity. As seen in Figure 2-2 (d-g) the increase in driving voltage
led the plasma to spread along the cathode surface within the cavity until it filled the
cavity entrance. This experiment was limited to +800 V driving voltage in order to
preserve the device for further testing. Had a higher driving voltage been applied, it is
assumed that the plasma would have extended to cover the entire inner cathode surface,
at which point a further increase in driving voltage would require the harvesting of
electrons from beneath the surface of the cathode. This would correspond to a sharp
increase in voltage drop and the transition from a normal glow to an abnormal glow, as
seen by Dufour et al [3]. From the images it can be concluded that the discharge current
was not uniform throughout each cavity or between each cavity, probably due to microscale variations in material composition and shape resulting from the manufacturing
process.
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3.1 Introduction
Non-equilibrium plasmas have seen wide use, both in theoretical explorations of plasma
physics and in applications such as environmental remediation of gaseous wastes [1], destruction
of volatile organic compounds [2], and the detection of trace contaminants [3]. These latter uses
can require time consuming sample collection in the field and transport to a lab for analysis.
Microhollow cathode discharges (MHCD) generated in silicon chips offer the capabilities of
non-thermal excitation sources along with an extended range of portability, atmospheric pressure
operation and inexpensive silicon manufacturing. To achieve this, MHCDs utilize high energy
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) emissions that are generated via resonant energy transfer between rare
gas excimers and trace gases at atmospheric pressures [4-6]. As rare-gas excimers represent
highly energetic states, often on the order of 10-20 eV, contaminants present at concentrations
lower than 0.01 percent can significantly impact the spectral output of a device.
If MHCDs are to gain wide use in field applications, an understanding of the impact of
likely contaminants on the spectral emissions of MHCDs is necessary. Presented here is an
examination of the emissions produced by the common contaminants, H2O, O2, H2, and N2, in a
ns-pulsed atmospheric pressure neon microdischarge. To further explore the underlying physics
responsible for experimental phenomena, a zero-dimensional (0-D) model has also been
developed, which attempts to mimic the experimental conditions presented here.
MHCDs consist of an arbitrarily shaped metallic anode and a cylindrical hollow cathode
open on at least one side. MHCDs typically operate in either normal glow mode, where voltage
is steady as current increases, or abnormal glow mode, where voltage increases with current [7].
Under normal glow conditions, as the driving voltage is increased, the plasma spreads out over
the anode to harvest an increasing number of electrons. Once the plasma reaches the limits of
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the anode surface, new electrons must be harvested from within the anode bulk, which leads to
an increase in voltage drop across the plasma.
As a three-body process, excimer generation requires a high collision frequency between
particles of sufficient energy to facilitate the reaction. These constraints require high gas density,
on the order of atmospheric pressure, and high particle energies, 16 eV or greater in the case of
Ne.

Hollow cathode discharges feature a non-Maxwellian energy distribution with highly

energetic pendulum electrons [8] and beam electrons contributing a significant fraction to the
total [9], which makes them a reasonable choice to facilitate excimer formation.
The range of operating pressures available to a MHCD device varies inversely with the
hollow cathode diameter according to the Allis-White similarity law [10]. This limits the device
dimensions under high pressure conditions on the order of pD = 0.1-10 Torr cm depending on
gas and electrode material. In 1996 Schoenbach et al demonstrated the initiation of a
microhollow cathode discharge with a diameter of 75 µm in pressures up to 350 Torr. Further
work has since been reported plasma generation at atmospheric pressures in silicon microcavities
with diameters on the order of 100 µm [11-14].
Previous work has reported driving MHCD devices in DC [14, 15], pulsed [16] and RF
[17] conditions. Where DC operation allows the plasma to reach a state of steady optical
emissions and current flow, pulsed and RF modes favor transient states that allow for much
higher energy electrons due to pulsed electron heating [18].
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3.2 Description of Array (Fabrication and Failure)
The 4-cavity microdischarge array used in these experiments was constructed in 685 µm
thick p-type silicon (2-20 Ω cm). To create an insulating layer between a top electrode and the
doped silicon, thermal steam oxidation was used to grow a 3 µm silicon dioxide, which was
followed by the growth of a 7 µm PECVD (plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition) silicon
oxide layer.

The oxide was then patterned by optical photolithography and etched a using

Plasmatherm inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etcher. To form the top electrode a 200 Å
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Figure 3-1. SEM images of: (a)–(c) an unused MHCD device (this device was an early model that included charge
amplification points, which were found to be unnecessary and were not present in devices used for data collection);
(d)–(f) a device used in DC-mode until failure; and (g)–(i) a device used in ns-pulsed mode until failure.
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titanium adhesion layer followed by a 1 µm Nickel layer were applied via evaporation. The total
surface area of the top electrode was 4 mm2. Four cavities arranged in a 200 µm center-to-center
square, 100 µm in diameter and 200 µm deep, were formed by a BOSCH deep reactive-ion
etching (DRIE) process. The thermal silicon dioxide on the rear surface was then stripped using a
buffered oxide etch (BOE) while the top surface was protected with photoresist. Next, an
aluminum electrode was evaporated onto the rear wafer surface, which to served as an electrical
ground electrode. The silicon chips were then affixed to a custom ceramic circuit board using a
conductive epoxy and the top electrode was wire-bonded to an electrode pad on the circuit board.
Finally, to avoid arcing, non-conductive epoxy was applied to the edges of the silicon chip and
degassed for 1-2 hours in a vacuum oven set to 50 °C and evacuated to ~10 Torr. F
Figure 3-1 shows images from a scanning electron microscope (SEM) of a device before
(Figure 2-1(a-c)) and after use in DC (Figure 3-1(d-f)) and ns pulsed (Figure 3-1(g-i)) modes.
As can be seen in figure 3-1(a-b), prior to use, both the top electrode and the cavity surface are
smooth and well defined. Analysis with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) confirms the
chemical make-up of the device as, from top to bottom, nickel, silicon oxide, and silicon. DC
operation of microdischarge devices has been extensively covered [15, 19-21] so this paper will
only discuss differences in device lifespan and failure mode between ns-pulsed and DC modes.
In Figures 3-1(d-f) the device was used in DC mode until it would pass current in the absence of
plasma (shorting), which is defined here as device failure. Note the extensive regression of the
top nickel electrode, which is now > 40 µm from the cavity. Also notice the sputtering of nickel
over the top surface and into the hole. In this case, EDS confirms the presence of nickel
extending from the top layer, across the oxide and down into the silicon dielectric, which may
lead to a short circuit between the electrodes as observed by Kulsreshath et al [21]. However,
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the specific short circuit path from the electrode into the cavity could not be determined from
these images.

Attempts are being made to build a top electrode that is more resistant to

sputtering in order to extend device life.
Pulsed operation showed multiple advantages over a DC discharge. By substantially
reducing the time that the plasma was present and that current was flowing, damage to the device
due to thermalization of the device walls and electrodes was avoided. Figure 3-1(h) shows that
the top electrode only receded ~10 µm, much less than in DC. EDS confirms the absence of even
trace amounts of nickel in either the cavity or crossing the top oxide layer. This further supports
the idea that by operating in pulsed mode, thermalization of the metal electrode is reduced. On
the other hand, a high concentration of oxygen is present throughout the pulsed discharge cavity.
Further, when operated in ns-pulsed mode, the devices would not catastrophically fail as in DC.
Current would drop and multiple ignition spikes would form over the course of a single pulse.
This behavior could be reduced by increasing the driving voltage. A possible explanation is that
during ns-pulsed mode oxygen reacted with the doped silicon, creating a porous insulating
silicon dioxide structure on the surface of the cavity (fig. 3-1(h)). As will be discussed later, it is
likely that this increased amount of oxygen in the pulsed discharge cavity caused an increase in
the oxygen content within the plasma gas mixture, and a similar increase in emission of the 130.2
nm oxygen line. However, it is important to note that the species represented by the spectrums
from 40-300 ns were constant over each trial, over the lifetime of each device, and did not
include emissions from Si, Ni, or Ti. This suggests that the formation of spectral lines resulting
from increased contamination due to sputtering of the device electrode or cavity is not a concern
under these operating conditions.
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Devices operated in DC mode exhibited a lifespan of 5-10 minutes of consistent use at
500 V and 655 torr Ne. On the other hand, utilizing ns-pulsed mode lead to an operational life of
45-60 min driven at ~630 V at the same pressure. Further, the integrated emission intensity from
the DC discharge dropped nearly linearly by ~ 50-60 percent during operation until failure, while
the ns-pulsed discharge demonstrated an initial drop of ~20 percent during break-in followed by
near-stable output until behavior associated with the build up of the oxide layer discussed earlier
appeared after 30-40 min.

3.3 Experimental Setup
Figure 3-2 shows the schematic of the device, circuitry, and surrounding equipment.
Experiments were conducted in a ~ 1 L vacuum chamber capable of sustaining pressures in a
range of 10-6 to 103 Torr. Following evacuation with a turbomolecular vacuum pump and after
the chamber was sealed off from the vacuum, the chamber pressure would immediately rise from
~10-5 to ~ 10-3 Torr, presumably due to off-gassing of the epoxy, other plastics in the chamber,
and the steel chamber itself. It is assumed that this was the main contributor to gas impurities
seen in the following experiments, and representative of impurities that will be seen by
microdischarges in practical use. The chamber was then back-filled with the desired gas. The
pressure was measured by a Pfeiffer CMR-361 pressure gauge (0.1 Torr – 825 Torr) and a
Varian FRG-700 vacuum gauge (4x10-9 Torr – 1 Torr).

To reduce the concentration of

contaminants in future work, the chamber could be baked to reduce water in the steel walls, and
any wiring present could be insulated using ceramic scales rather than typical plastic coatings.
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Two view ports were installed on the chamber to view the plasma. The first, made of
Kodial glass, faced up for direct viewing. The second, made of MgF2, faced into a McPherson
225 one-meter vacuum spectrometer that was equipped with a 600 line/mm grating capable of
0.3 Å resolution.

The spectrometer cavity was maintained at 10-6 Torr with another

a.

b.

100# µm

Nickel
SiO2
(Oxide)

200# µm

Si#(p4type)

Figure 3-2. Technical schematic of the system along with the circuit paths for pulsed and DC modes. (b) Side on view of
single MHCD cavity.

turbomolecular vacuum pump. The detection end of the spectrometer had a window coated with
a sodium salicylate scintillating layer. Next, a Hamamatsu R6095 photomultiplier tube powered
at 800 V was used to detect optical emissions. The PMT signal was amplified with a Stanford
Research SR445A and acquired with a Stanford Research SR430 scaler.
A DC power supply (2500V/25W) was used to ignite the micro-discharges. Relative
concentrations of chemical species in the chamber were determined with a SRS RGA 100 that
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was connected to the chamber vacuum line. A leak valve was used to bleed gas into the
differentially pumped vacuum line for analysis.
In pulsed mode, the circuit was reconfigured to allow the plasma to turn on quickly. A
100 kΩ resistor followed by a 1 nF capacitor were placed between the power supply and a DVI
PVX-4150 pulse generator to control the load on the power supply. An Agilent 33210A function
generator was used to produce a square wave pulse that initiated the pulse generator. The current
was measured before and after the device using inductive current probes. A 5kV voltage probe
was connected directly to the bare wire before the first current probe. A 1 kΩ resistance was
placed between the last current probe and ground to serve as a ballast resistor. The voltage and
current were both recorded using a Tektronix MSO 5104B oscilloscope terminated at 1 MΩ and
50 Ω respectively. The device was pulsed at a rate of 10 kHz with pulse widths between 40 –
300 ns and a duty cycle between 0.04 – 0.3 %.
This work focuses on pulsed operation with limited reference to DC operation. For
reference, Figure 3-2 describes both circuits. In both the DC and the pulsed experiments the
device was oriented with the top metal as the anode (biased positive) and the silicon cavity as the
cathode at ground.

3.4 Model
A zero-dimensional model was created to investigate the possible processes occurring in
the MHCD system [22-27] (see Section 4.3 for a complete list of reactions and references). A
global model is a zero-dimensional model of a plasma which assumes spatial homogeneity.
While it cannot capture the full complexity of a real plasma, it is suitable for basic
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characterization of the plasma chemistry dynamics. A detailed explanation of the model follows
in Section 4.1.
Briefly, most global models involve two governing equations, one for the number
densities of the atomic and molecular species, and another to follow the evolution of the electron
energy in the system. The former can be generally expressed as:
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!"
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(1)

where n represents the density for some species of interest, G is the rate at which the species is
produced, and L is the rate at which the species is lost. Gain and loss mechanisms vary greatly
depending on the system in question and may represent excitation, ionization, detachment, or
spontaneous emission among many other processes. The gain or loss terms may also represent
physical processes that are not related to particle-particle interactions. One such example is the
outflux of particles from the system. Despite the assumption of a zero-dimensional system, the
microdischarge has boundaries which result in the outflux of particles from the region of
concern. We describe this with a simple model based on the Bohm flux [28] at a surface, taking
the positive ion flux to be equal to 0.61niAcs, where ni is the ion density, A is the characteristic
collection area, and cs is the Bohm velocity for the ion in question. The collection area is
assumed to be the internal area of the microdischarge geometry. Additionally, we ignore
complications in the Bohm criterion related to the presence of multiple ion species [29]. Finally,
we assume that the outflux of electrons is equal to the total outflux of ions.
The dynamics of the electron energy are considered using the equation,
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Here, Te is the electron temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, ne is the electron density, E is
the (time-dependent) applied electric field, Km is the (temperature-dependent) momentum
transfer rate, ng is the neutral gas density, Tg is the gas temperature, and Δε is the energy change
as the result of some reaction. The three terms in this equation represent the electron energy
gained by the field, the energy loss due to neutral collisions, and the energy gained (or lost) due
to reactions involving electrons.

Figure 3-3. The electrical field applied during the simulated 300 ns pulse.

The applied electric field shape (fig. 3-3) was chosen to be consistent with the observed
emission dynamics as described in section 3.5.3.
The electron energy distribution was assumed to be Maxwellian. It is probable that this
assumption is not accurate during the initiation of the microdischarge given the large reduced
electric fields. This will most likely result in an underestimate of the excitation rates for higher
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levels. Future simulations could address this by including a bimodal electron energy distribution
as described by Badareu and Popsescu [30].

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Electrical Characteristics
Figure 3-4 shows the current, voltage and optical traces during ns pulsed operation. The
device current, shown in Figure 3-4(a-b), was measured and calculated using a subtractive
method where the baseline displacement current due to capacitance within the system was
measured by applying the standard pulsed driving voltage to the device while the device chamber
was evacuated to ~ 10-5 Torr, a procedure which precluded the formation of a plasma. The dark
current under these conditions was calculated to be on the order of one µA, which was 5 orders
of magnitude below the nominal operating current. The system current was then measured
during discharge operation. The baseline current was then subtracted from the active system
current to give the device current.
Figure 3-4(a) compares the device optical signal measured at 585.3 nm with the device
voltage and current, all during a 300 ns pulse. By comparing the discharge current to the system
current in Figure 3-4(b), one can see the non-trivial displacement current present during the
initiation and extinction of the pulse. While the system displacement current peaked during the
initiation and extinction phases of the pulse, the actual device current reached its maximum
during the standard phase between ignition and extinction. Gamez et al. [31] found that the
electron temperature was highest during the ignition (pre-optical peak) of a neon plasma. They
also found that the converse was true for electron density, which was low during pre-ignition and
then increased over the course of the pulse. This corresponds with a higher optical output during
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Figure 3-4. (a) Device current attained using the subtraction method is plotted against the corresponding optical
trace and voltage from the Ne (585.4nm) line. (b) (Inset) System current, which includes capacitive displacement
cur- rent, plotted with the device current shown in Figure 4(a).

the transient stages, but a higher current in the middle stages as seen in Figure 3-4(a). The rise of
the voltage pulse in Figure 3-4(a) corresponds with the displacement current spike in black in
Figure 3-4(b), which both occur 100 ns prior to the ignition of the discharge. This 100 ns delay
is not well understood, but may be due to the formation of a predischarge state in the plasma
prior to full ignition of the normal discharge.
Figure 3-5 shows visible emissions during operation in pulsed mode at pulse widths of
40, 160, and 300 ns, all pulsed at 10 kHz. Note the near uniform character of the plasma with
respect to single cavities as well as the uniformity when comparing cavities to each other. The
operating conditions during these experiments were within the bounds of an abnormal discharge
(6.55 Torr cm) with an increase in the highly energetic tail of the electron energy distribution
[12], which allows for increased creation of high energy states such as the neon excimer.
Under conditions where the voltage rise time (tV) is much faster than the characteristic
time for kinetic energy transfer between electrons and the neutral gas atoms (τe), electrons reach
higher energies in the transient stages of the plasma than during standard operation [32]. In our
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Figure 3-5. CCD images in the visible spectrum of the device operated at 10 kHz with 40, 160, and 300
ns pulses (left to right).

case, the measured voltage rise time (10-90% of peak voltage) was 21.5 ns. Bolouki et al [33]
used Thompson electron scattering under conditions similar to those presented in this paper to
determine an electron temperature of ~ 2.5 eV at 15 ns after initiation of the plasma, which leads
to a τe = 106 ns [32]. Our system is thought to have an electron temperature closer to 4.5 eV (τe
= 104 ns) based on simulation, which will be discussed later. During discharge initiation, space
charge is negligible and electrons in the system are exposed to the full electric field. Electron
densities are small, but their mean energy is likely higher (or comparable to) the reaction energy
thresholds that will be discussed later. After initiation, space charge becomes important and
likely pushes most of the potential drop to a small sheath region. Thus, a large portion of the
plasma becomes relatively field free, resulting in a drop in electron temperature.

3.5.2 Chamber gas
A differentially pumped SRS RGA100 was used to determine relative concentrations of
gas species based on their partial pressures. The highest concentration contaminants present in
the discharge chamber were N2 (0.17%), H2 (0.14%), H2O (0.04%), and O2 (0.04%), with neon
comprising the balance. The reported values were acquired by first subtracting the baseline from
the chamber RGA signal, then correcting for the RGA’s relative sensitivity using the
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manufacturer’s published values. These measured values were constant over the course of each
experiment. However, as the RGA was sampled from the vacuum line rather than the discharge
chamber, further analysis with the RGA closer to the sample is required to determine if the
concentrations showed measureable variation over a single pulse width.

3.5.3 Optical Traces
Presented here are the results from the MHCD device in pulsed mode. The device was
pulsed in the range of 40-300 ns at 10 kHz with a power supply biased to +950 V. Due to the
internal resistance of the pulser, the voltage applied to the device was approximately +630 V as
measured from the voltage probe. The chamber was backfilled to 655 Torr with Ne.

To

eliminate arcing between the device wires and the vacuum chamber, fish-spine ceramic
insulators were installed on the wires between the chamber electrical feedthroughs and the
device. As the RGA results showed, the plasma gas primarily contained the species Ne, H, O, N
and N2.
For the following analysis, representative lines were chosen for each species to examine
the temporal character of their emissions. The 120.0, 121.6, 130.2, 337.1 and 585.3 nm lines
correspond to N (I), H (I), O (I), N2 (I) and Ne (I) respectively.
Figure 3-6 shows the optical traces from the individual emission lines over different pulse
widths normalized by dividing by each species maximum value. Each trace is the average of
three scans conducted in a random order. In each panel, the 585.3 nm Ne line is plotted in grey
to give a frame of reference for each species. This line results from the transition from the
2s22p3(4So)3s 3So 1 state down to 2s22p4 3P 1 state [23].
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Figure 3-6. Optical scans of specific emission lines as a function of pulse width. The pulses shown are 40, 90, 160, and 300 ns from
top to bottom. Each line is set against the optical trace from the Ne line at 585.4 nm as a reference.

The emission pulse can be broken into three parts, which were exhibited by each species
investigated here. Briefly, as shown in Figure 3-6(d), the emissions are observed to peak soon
after the pulse is applied, which we term, ignition. This is followed by a decline in emission
termed the intermediate stage. As the pulse ends and the applied voltage goes to zero, we
witness a second ignition spike corresponding with a spike in displacement current, which we
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call, extinction. The ignition peak is believed to be caused by high fields in the bulk of the device
prior to the formation of significant space charge. As the plasma density increases to the point
where it can shield out the applied field, much of the potential drop is removed to the boundary
of the plasma, thus reducing the field experienced by the bulk of the plasma. In the 40 ns pulse
regime the ignition and extinction phases were compressed together and the intermediate phase
was not observed.
In each pulse length, the ignition and extinction peaks from the Ne line preceded that of
the contaminant species by 20-40 ns, as seen in figure 2-6(a,b,c). The Ne emission then dropped
dramatically as the other species ignited and finally settled at a semi-stable output as seen in the
intermediate portion of pulses > 90 ns. A possible explanation is that emissions from H (I), O
(I), and N (I) are all ground state transitions and are thus subject to radiation trapping, where a
photon from a ground state transition is reabsorbed by another ground state atom of the same
type as the donor. The second atom then emits a photon of the same wavelength. This process
continues until a photon escapes the area with atoms of the same type as the donor, in our case,
the ~ 200 µm deep plasma. This effect serves to delay the emission signal and extend the
effective lifetime of the emitting state. As shown by Sumida and Fan [34], radiation trapping can
be present even in optically thin plasmas.
In this study, the 337 nm line was focused on to investigate emissions from the second
positive band of N2 (figure 3-6(d)). Following the emission of the Ne line, molecular nitrogen
was the next to emit. The primary N2 (I) line at 337.1 nm followed Ne’s first peak by 12 ± 5 ns.
During the intermediate phase, where the Ne line showed a flat output, the N2 (I) line showed a
period of sustained linear growth in intensity. It is likely that, following the initial transition
responsible for the 337.1 nm line (C3Πu → B3Πg), the nitrogen molecule achieved a metastable
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state [35] by degrading through the first positive system B3Πg → A3Σu+ [36]. As the metastable
state, A3Σu+ is at 5.169 eV [37], the nitrogen electron in this arrangement requires only 5.86 eV to
be promoted back to C3Πu (Figure 3-7), substantially lowering the energy barrier for emission of
the 337.1 nm line. Also, both pathways A3Σu+ → C3Πu and X1Σg+ → C3Πu can be accomplished
in a single step, while the excitation of H and O requires dissociation and excitation, which can
be accomplished in one step, but only at energies > ~ 15 eV.

C3Πu
Second Pos. System
First Pos.
System

kquenching

10 eV

B 3Π&
A3Σ )

0 eV
N2
Figure 3-7. Energy level diagram for the first and second positive
systems of molecular nitrogen.

The study of atomic oxygen was carried out by focusing on the 130.2 nm line of O (I)
(Figure 3-6(c)), which is part of a tight triplet created by the energy level transition from
2s22p3(4So)3s 3So 1 down to 2s22p4 3P 1 [23]. While the other species exhibited an ignition ‘spike’
lasting 25-50 ns, the O (I) line displayed an ignition ‘plateau’ that persisted on the order of 100
ns with a slower rate of decay than the other species during the intermediate stage, again
suggesting that non-trivial emission trapping could be present, likely due to an increased oxygen
concentration within the plasma. This behavior is also exhibited after the extinction spike.
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The Lyman-α line of Hydrogen at 121.6 nm (Figure 3-6(b)) mirrors the behavior of the
Ne line, but with a similar delay to that of N (I). It peaked following Ne by 17 ±4 ns. Like the N2
(I) line, the H (I) line also exhibited a positive slope over the intermediate period during the 300
ns pulse, suggesting that an excitation source of sufficient energy, either electrons or Ne
excimers, were still present in the intermediate stage.
The excited N (I) line at 120.0 nm, resulting from the transition between 2s22p2(3P)3s 4P
1/2 down to 2s22p3 4So 3/2 [23], was the last to show peak emission, reaching its first maximum
20 ± 9 ns after the first maximum of the Ne (I) line. Emission from N (I) first requires the
disassociation of N2 with a much higher dissociation energy (9.75 eV) than H2 or O2. Further,
while the total dissociation and excitation energy required for the N (I) line is roughly the same
as the excitation energy for the Ne line, excitation for Ne is a single step process and Ne is
present at a much greater concentration. Further, while excitation of the Ne 120.0 nm line
requires roughly the same energy as the Ne line at 585.3 nm (~20 eV), the concentration of Ne is
> 3 orders of magnitude greater than N.

3.5.4 Integrated Emissions
Figure 3-8 shows the line-specific optical output as a function of pulse width integrated
over each pulse from both the experiment (Figure 3-8(a)) and the model (Figure 3-8(b & c)).
The data have been normalized by subtracting the lowest value of each species then dividing by
the maximum value of the 585.3 nm line in order to focus on the relative behavior of each
species. The values reported in Figure 3-8(a) were corrected via a calibration transfer function.
The transfer function was created by obtaining a spectrum from a 632 McPherson deuterium
lamp with our spectrometer system, which was then divided by calibrated spectra provided by
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Figure 3-8. Integrated emissions from lines of interest as a function of pulse width. Emissions are normalized to their lowest
value. The three plots show (a) the experimental results, (b) the 0-D model run with the measured chamber concentrations,
and (c) the 0-D model run with the O2 concentration increased to equal the measured H2 concentration.

McPherson. Though the specific lamp used here was not calibrated, the provided spectra were
found to vary over the sample space by < 10 %. As a result, we assume our final values contain
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at least that level of uncertainty. The calibrated PMT data were then divided by the energy
associated with each line to yield a relative photon count, which is a comparable value, both
between lines and between experiment and model.
Figure 3-8(b) shows the results from the model using the gas concentrations that were
measured during the experiment. As can be seen when comparing Figure 3-8(a) and (b), the
model predicts a far lower emission from the oxygen line than was witnessed experimentally. As
mentioned in the section, Description of array (fabrication and failure), it was determined to be
likely that a higher concentration of oxygen existed in the chamber than was measured. This is
likely due to oxygen reacting with the silicon in the cavity. To produce figure 2-8(c), the oxygen
concentration was increased ~ 300 % to equal that of hydrogen, which produced an increase in
oxygen emissions, though not to the level witnessed experimentally. We present this as further
evidence that the oxygen within the chamber was higher than was measured in the bulk chamber
gas. Secondly, as the oxygen emissions increased, the hydrogen emissions decreased. We
hypothesize that it is likely that oxygen and hydrogen share at least one similar excitation
pathway.
Wieser et al [4] demonstrated that resonant energy transfer between neon excimers and
hydrogen (eq. 3 & 4) contaminants was a possible excitation source for the Lyman-α line at
121.6 nm. Kurunczi et al [5] further characterized the reaction pathway by demonstrating an
inverse relationship between the intensity of the Lyman-α line and the 1st and 2nd continuum of
the Ne excimer band as a function of the relative concentrations of H and Ne.

Ne∗! + H! → 2Ne + H + H ∗

(3)
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H ∗ → H + γ(121.6 nm)

(4)

While the densities of the species of interest (O and H) were predicted by the model to be on the
order of ~ 1021 – 1022 particles m-3, the model also showed a non-trivial Ne excimer density of
1019 particles m-3. Further, as discussed previously, it is likely that the electron energy
distribution features a larger potential for high energy electrons due to a non-thermal distribution,
which would increase the excimer concentration. As a result, it is reasonable to assume that
excimers contribute to the plasma reaction pathways.
The transition energy released during the decay of the Ne∗! excimer molecule is 14.8±0.8
eV, which compares favorably with the sum of the dissociation and excitation energies of H2
(14.68 eV) [38] that are responsible for the Lyman-α line. Compare this to the the dissociation
and excitation energies for O2, which sum to 14.67 eV to achieve the state 2p3(4S*)3s.3S*.1,
which produces the 130.2 nm line presented in this paper. Due to the similar total energy relating
to the oxygen process (eq. 5 & 6), it is possible that the same resonant process occurs and could
help explain the shifted emissions seen between H (I) and O (I) in figure 2-8(b & c). Moselhy et
al also speculated that the resonant process was present between argon and oxygen under similar
conditions [6].

Ne∗! + O! → 2Ne + O + O∗

(5)

O∗ → O + γ(130.2 nm)

(6)
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On the other hand, the integrated emissions from the N (I) line at 120.0 nm stayed nearly
constant between pulse widths of 40 to 300 ns both experimentally and in both modeled
conditions. Nitrogen, with a dissociation energy of 9.75 eV, has no such direct resonant pathway
for excitation of the observed state. As this feature has the highest energy barrier, it is likely that
the 120.0 nm line is excited primarily during the ignition and extinction phases of the pulse when
a greater concentration of high energy electrons is present. As seen in Figure 3-6, atomic
nitrogen emission is detected primarily during the transient ignition and extinction spikes.
Several additional radiative transitions are tracked by the model as detailed in the
reactions table (appendix A). In Figures 3-8(b) and (c) the transitions plotted are those for which
experimental data were available. It should be noted that the radiative transition rates used were
those for untrapped emissions. As discussed earlier, the VUV emissions are all resonance
radiation which should be treated appropriately. However, given the complex geometry and
unknown experimental densities of atomic oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen in the volume
between the discharge and the spectrometer window no accounting was made for this effect. In
reality, trapping would be expected to increase the effective lifetime of the trapped states shifting
the peaks of these emissions relative to untrapped transitions such as Ne(2p1) à Ne(1s2).
Another notable difference between the model and experiment is that the model predicts
a semi-parabolic trend with emissions peaking at 40 and 300 ns. This is most likely due to the
way the modeled electric field is treated during pulses < 90 ns. In this regime, the ignition and
extinction pulses (Figure 3-3) begin to overlap and are summed into one larger peak, producing a
higher field during this combined ignition/extinction period. An examination of the experimental
displacement current showed that this did not occur and that the ignition and extinction spikes
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remained separate. Without this feature, it is thought that the model will show a positive slope
across the entire sample space as currently seen between the pulse widths of 90-300 ns.

3.6 Conclusion
In future field-portable devices that utilize microdischarges, certain gas impurities will
likely be a constant presence and concern. Here we examined the spectral emissions of common
impurities field-portable devices would experience – N2, O2, and H2 – to characterize typical
features witnessed during ns pulsing. Here we present the first, to this author’s knowledge,
detailed study of these specific contaminant species and their optical emission characteristics as
produced by a ns-pulsed MHCD array in a silicon microcavity array. Together, our experiments
and model support the hypothesis that the emissions from species capable of near-resonant
energy transfer with Ne excimers are more prominent during the high energy transient stages of a
ns-pulsed microdischarge. On the other hand, emission from N2 shows the highest tendency to
increase during the intermediate stage of the plasma. Specifically, the emissions of the examined
chemical species varied based on their excitation potentials, and the reactions that utilized
resonant energy transfer with Ne excimers (O2, H2) (eq 1-4) were favored during ignition and
extinction, while those that featured metastable states (N2: A3Σu+ → C3Πu → B3Πg) were favored
during the intermediate period. This led to high transient emissions from the 121.6 nm and 130.2
nm lines, while emission from N2 at 337.1 nm featured a prolonged increase during the
intermediate period. Emission at the 120 nm line of N(I), which was the state with the highest
energy barrier to excitation, showed very little change in integrated intensity and primarily
emitted during the ignition and extinction pulses. The ignition and extinction phases also
corresponded with a spike in displacement current produced by the system circuitry.
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Also presented is an analysis of the failure modes of the devices when operated in DC vs
ns-pulsed mode. It was found that in DC operation, sputtered nickel from the top electrode was
visible crossing the insulating oxide layer and that the device would fail by passing current
without the ignition of a plasma. Failure for a ns-pulsed device may have followed the growth of
an insulating oxide layer around the inside of the doped silicon cavity, which could be alleviated
by increasing the applied voltage to regain normal function until the layer became to thick for
any current to flow. It is likely this reaction increased the cavity oxygen concentration by a
factor of four or greater, which led to substantially increased emissions of the 130.2 nm triplet
than was predicted based on measured chamber gas concentrations.
A zero-dimensional model was presented as further evidence for the specific reactions
that are thought to be responsible for the relative strength of each line. The comparison between
model and experiment demonstrated it was likely that the chamber concentration of oxygen was
a poor measure of the actual oxygen reacting in the plasma cavity. Further adjustments to the
model are underway, such as the inclusion of a non-Maxwellian electron temperature
distribution.
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Chapter 4
A Global Model for the Examination of the Impacts of Plasma
Chemistry Dynamics on Emission Spectra
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4.1. Introduction
Modeling was carried out in collaboration with the Applied Optical/Plasma Science team
at Sandia National Laboratories. Dr. Ben T. Yee was responsible for creating, operating, and
explaining the following model [1].
A global model was developed in order to better understand the chemical reaction
processes that led to the recorded parameters (emissions, temporal characteristics…). Such a
model is zero-dimensional with assumed spatial homogeneity. Experimentally, the spectral
output of the cavity integrated over the cavity exit was recorded. This result was an average of
the emissions taken over the bulk plasma, the cathode fall and anode fall regions. It did not
capture the intricacies of each region within the plasma. As a result, while the model was unable
to capture the full complexity of a real plasma, it provided a suitable approximation on par with
the level of the instrumentation used. Further, the simplicity of the model allowed for rapid
iteration on the plasma chemistry and fast solutions. This was especially advantageous in this
situation due the high complexity of the gas composition.

4.2. Equations
For clarity, details of the model’s construction and operation will be represented here
along with a more thorough description of results. The model utilized two governing equations,
one for the number densities of the atomic and molecular species, and another for the evolution
of the electron energy of the system. The former is generally expressed as:

!"
!"

=!−!

(4-1)
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where n is the density of the species of interest, G is that species’ production rate, and L is that
species’ loss rate. Gain and loss terms can vary widely from system to system. Examples
include, but are not limited to, excitation, ionization, detachment, and spontaneous emission. A
list of reactions included in the model can be found in Table 4-1. The gain/loss mechanisms
relating to each process are expressed as the densities of the species of interest multiplied by a
rate constant, k. The units of k vary based on the process and the number of bodies present. For
example:

!"!
!"

= !! !! − !! !!

(4-2)

Where, respectively, kG and kL are the gain and loss rate constants relating to species j, and nj is
the that species’ density.
The gain/loss terms may also represent physical processes unrelated to particle-particle
integrations, such as particle outflux from the system. In the physical system, electrons, ions and
neutrals are constantly ejected from the opening of the plasma cavity. They also impact both the
cathode and anode, which removes them from the system. To account for this, a simple model
was built based on the Bohm flux [2] at a surface. In this case, the positive ion flux is
0.61(niAcs), where ni is the ion density, A is the characteristic collection area, and cs is the Bohm
velocity of the ion in question. The collection area is assumed to be the surface area of the
microdischarge geometry. The Bohm velocity assumes single ion species, however, this is not
the case in reality. For simplicity, the Bohm criterion for multiple ion species is ignored [3].
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(4-3)

Here, Te is the electron temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, ne is the electron density, E is
the (time-dependent) applied electric field, Km is the (temperature-dependent) momentum
transfer rate, ng is the neutral gas density, Tg is the gas temperature, and Δε is the energy change
as the result of some reaction. The three terms in this equation represent, from left to right, the
electron energy gained by the field, the energy loss due to neutral collisions, and the energy
gained (or lost) due to reactions involving electrons. The gas temperature (Tg) is assumed to be
constant at 300 K, in accordance with the assumption of a non-LTE plasma.
The above equations provide the foundation for the global model. Provided initial
conditions, a set of reactions with associated rate or cross section data, and an electric field, we
may solve for the evolution of the excited states in the system.

4.3. Plasma Chemistry
The reactions implemented in the global model along with their rates or cross-section
reference are provided in Table 4-1. Several commendable compilations and models were used
in the assembly of the reaction data [4-9]. A total of 27 species are considered with 47 potential
reactions.
Many reactions, that were thought to be of secondary importance, were left out of the
model due to the small quantities of the molecular species, the short timescale, and the desire to
simply establish a qualitative understanding. The list of reactions in Table 4-1 emphasize direct
excitation of emitting states and other processes that are believed to be important to the observed
behavior (resonant energy transfer [10], dissociative excitation, and excimer formation).
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Table 4-1 Reaction rates used in the global model. Rate constants are given in units of m3s-1 unless otherwise noted. When a rate
constant is omitted, rates were calculated from cross section data. Neon states are given using Paschen notation. Excited states
of molecular nitrogen are in the triplet manifold. Excited atomic hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen are those states contributing to
observed VUV emissions.

Reaction
Atomic Neon

Rate

Ref.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

e- + Ne à Ne + ee- + Ne à Ne(1s5) + ee- + Ne à Ne(1s3) + ee- + Ne à Ne(2p1) + ee- + Ne à Ne(1s2) + eNe(1s2) à Ne
Ne(2p1) à Ne(1s2)
e- + Ne à Ne+ + e- + ee- + e- + Ne+ à Ne(2p1) + e-

6.11x108 s-1
6.82x107 s-1
5.0x10-39 Te-4.5

[11]
[11]
[11]
[11]
[11]
[5]
[5]
[11]
[4]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Ne(1s2) + Ne(1s2) à Ne+ + Ne + eNe(1s2) + Ne(1s3) à Ne+ + Ne + eNe(1s2) + Ne(1s5) à Ne+ + Ne + eNe(1s3) + Ne(1s3) à Ne+ + Ne + eNe(1s3) + Ne(1s5) à Ne+ + Ne + eNe(1s5) + Ne(1s5) à Ne+ + Ne + eNe(1s5) + Ne + Ne à Ne2* + Ne
Ne(1s3) + Ne + Ne à Ne2* + Ne

3.2x10-16
3.2x10-16
3.2x10-16
3.2x10-16
3.2x10-16
3.2x10-16
3.05x10-45 m6s-1
4.98x10-45 m6s-1

[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[13]
[13]

Molecular Neon
18
19
20

e- + Ne2* à Ne + Ne + ee- + Ne2* à Ne2+ + e- + ee- + Ne2+ à Ne(2p1) + Ne

1.0x10-13
9.75x10-15Te0.71exp(-3.4/Te)
1.7x10-13Te-0.43

[4]
[14]
[15]

21
22

Ne2* à Ne + Ne
Ne2* + Ne2* à Ne2+ + Ne + Ne +
e-

3.6x108 s-1
1.0x10-17

[16]
[4]

4.70x108 s-1

[17]
[18]

-

[9]
[19]
[9]

3.41x108 s-1

[8]
[20]

-

[21]
[22]
[6]

4.07x108 s-1

[23]
[24]

-

[7]

Comments

All recombination assumed to go to
Ne(2p1)

All recombination assumed to go to
Ne(2p1)

Atomic Hydrogen
23
24

e- + H à H + H*
H* à H

Molecular Hydrogen
25
26
27

e- + H2 à e- + H + H
e- + H2 à e- + H* + H
e- + H2 à e- + H2+ + e-

Dissociation cross section minus (27)
Emission cross section for Lyman-α
Total ionization cross section

Atomic Oxygen
28
29

e- + O à e- + O*
O* à O

Molecular Oxygen
30
31
32

e- + O2 à e- + O + O
e- + O2 à e- + O* + O
e- + O2 à e- + O+ + e-

Dissociation minus (32)
Emission cross section
Total ionization cross section

Atomic Nitrogen
33
34

e- + N à N* + eN* à N

Molecular Nitrogen
35

e- + N 2 à e- + N + N
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Total dissociation cross section for

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

e- + N2 à e- + N* + N
e- + N2 à e- + N2(A)
e- + N2 à e- + N2(B)
e- + N2 à e- + N2(C)
e- + N2 à e- + N2+ + eN2(C) -> N2(B)
N2(B) à N2(A)

Mixed
43
44
45
46
47

Ne+ + N2 à N2+ + Ne
Ne2* + H2 à Ne + Ne + H + H*
Ne2* + O2 à Ne + Ne + O + O*
Ne(1s3) + N2 à N2+ + e- + Ne
Ne(1s5) + N2 à N2+ + e- + Ne

neutral products minus (37)
2.39x107 s-1
8.85x104 s-1

[21]
[7]
[7]
[7]
[7]
[25]
[26]

2.9x10-18
3.0x10-17
3.0x10-17
8.4x10-17
8.4x10-17

[27]
[10]
[10]
[28]
[28]

Total ionization cross section
v=0
v=0

Assumed the same as hydrogen
Assumed same as 1s5

4.4. Results
The equations for particle densities and electron energy were solved using the SciPy [29]
implementation of the Dormand and Prince Runge-Kutta method of order 8 [30]. The applied
electric field shape was chosen to be consistent with the observed emission dynamics, which
were observed to peak ~ 100 ns after the pulse was applied, followed by a decline to relatively
constant emission, ending with a peak after the applied voltage had gone to zero (Figure 3-4).
The initial peak is likely caused by the high fields in the bulk of the device prior to the formation
of significant space charge and the build-up of displacement current in the system wiring. Once
space charge accumulated and the breakdown voltage was reached, the plasma ignited. From this
point, the plasma density increased and could shield out the applied field, removing much of the
potential drop to the cathode and anode fall regions at the boundary of the plasma [4, 31], thus
reducing the field experienced by the bulk of the plasma.

4.4.1. Electric Field
Figure 4-1 depicts the applied field for one of the simulations. The width of the depicted
pulse is 160 ns, however all simulations featured the same field for the first peak, the
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Figure 4-1 Electric field applied for the simulations of 160 ns
pulsewidth. The initial peak field is equivalent to 22 Td, the flat
portion to 1 Td, and the final peak to 5 Td.

intermediate period, and the final peak: 22 Townsends (Td), 3 Td, and 5 Td respectively. The
width of the pulses at the beginning and end of the discharge period are set to be 30 ns based on
the observed emission behavior. In the case of the first peak, this is believed to represent the
period of time necessary for space charge to become significant and the intermediate steady state
to establish. The amplitude of the fields were selected on the basis that they produced similar
temperatures and densities to Thomson scattering measurements of a similar discharge [32].

4.4.2. Electron Temperature
The electron energy distribution was assumed to be Maxwellian and can be seen in
Figure 4-2 for the 160ns case. It is probable that this assumption is not accurate during the
initiation of the microdischarge given the large reduced electric fields. This will most likely
result in an underestimate of the excitation rates for higher levels. Future simulations could be
improved by the use of approximate solutions to the Boltzmann equation or Monte-Carlo
methods to establish more accurate electron energy distribution functions for use in the rate
calculations. Ultimately, kinetic simulations of the actual geometry, such as those carried out by
Dufour [33], will be required to understand the potential impact of non-local electron kinetics.
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Figure 4-2 Electron temperature in the 160 ns pulsewidth simulations.

4.4.3. Excited States of Neon
Figure 4-3 depicts the dynamics of the excited neon states. For reference, a density of
1012 is approximately equal to a single particle in the volume of the microdischarge device. The

Figure 4-3 The evolution of the electron and neon species densities over
the duration of a 160 ns pulse.

model is initialized with an ionization fraction of 10-13 representing a negligible amount of
preionization. The electron density grows rapidly accompanied by the atomic states of neon. The
neon excimer and molecular ion states take longer to populate owing to the prerequisite excited
states of atomic neon. The post-pulse rise in Ne(1s2) and Ne(2p1) states can be attributed to the
recombination of neon ions into excited neon states.
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4.4.4. Spectral Emissions
Lastly, the global model is able to provide the time evolution of emissions from the
discharge. These are shown in Figure 4-4. Several additional radiative transitions are tracked by
the model as detailed in the reactions Table 4-1. Here the transitions plotted are those for which
experimental data were available. For each transition, the values have been normalized to the
amplitude of the first peak. It should be noted that the radiative transition rates used were those
for untrapped emissions. In reality, the VUV emissions are all resonant radiation, which should
be treated appropriately. However, given the complex geometry and unknown densities of
atomic oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen in the volume between the discharge and the
spectrometer window no accounting was made for this effect. In reality, trapping would be
expected to increase the effective lifetime of the trapped states shifting the peaks of these
emissions relative to untrapped transitions such as Ne(2p1) à Ne(1s2).

Figure 4-4 Emission dynamics determined from the global model for a
pulsewidth of 160 ns.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
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5.1 Conclusion
Exposure to hazardous chemicals affects more than 350,000 people per year
globally [2, 3]. The current lack of universal and selective detection that is robust,
portable, low energy, and accurate has lead to the investigation of plasma
microdischarges as detectors. While laboratory results have been promising [4-7], field
conditions add extra challenges such as carrier gas and detector gas contamination, which
can lead to untrustworthy results, both in the form of false positives and false negatives.
An examination of common impurity gases that are likely to be experienced in the
field application of microdischarge detectors and how they behave in an atmospheric
pressure ns-pulsed Si-MHCD in Ne has been presented. Specific contaminants include
N2, N, H2, H, H2O and O. It was found to be likely that both H and O experienced
resonant energy transfer with Ne excimers and that they competed in this reaction
pathway. By increasing the O2 concentration in our 0D model, we showed that the
relative emissions of H (121.6 nm) dropped as the O emissions (130.2 nm) increased.
Further, we found that the O emission triplet centered at 130.2 nm was higher
than expected based on the measured chamber concentrations and results from our 0D
model. Combined with high levels of O2 found on the surface of the Si cavity by EDS,
we propose that O2 is being concentrated in the chamber walls in the form of SiO2 during
ns-pulsed operation. This would lead to an increased O concentration in the discharge
with respect to the bulk chamber gas. As a result, if the 121.6 nm Lyman-α is an
important emission line used by a detector, the O2 concentration must be carefully
controlled.
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Temporal ignition characteristics in the ns scale were examined to understand
possible reaction dynamics.

Species capable of resonant energy transfer with Ne

excimers were found to emit predominantly during ignition and extinction, with flat
emissions during the bulk of the pulse. On the other hand, emissions from states that
benefitted from metastable formation, such as the N2 molecule, increased as a function of
time between ignition and extinction.
Device operation, lifetime, and failure modes were compared under DC and nspulsed DC driving conditions. An increase in device life of 6 times was achieved by
operating in ns-pulsed mode at 10 kHz. Further, the radiant power of the DC discharge
consistently fell during operation until the device catastrophically failed. The failure was
attributed to development of a short between the top electrode and the dielectric Si cavity
created by sputtering of the top Ni layer. The ns-pulsed discharge exhibited consistent
operation for up to and hour, and then gradually began to experience transient
extinction/ignition spikes within each pulse.

By increasing the driving voltage, the

measured current and voltage would stabilize for a time on the order of minutes until the
transients would return, signifying an increase in the breakdown voltage, which we
attributed to the development of an insulating SiO2 surface oxide layer on the cavity
walls. This further supports the need to control the gas O2 concentration.
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5.2 Future Work
In order to address device operative lifetime, Eden et al augmented their devices
by deposited a Si3N4 layer [8]. With this approach, the stability, lifetime, and cavitycavity uniformity of their MD were increased substantially. Briefly, prior to electrode
deposition, a 2 µm thick silicon nitride film was grown in the Si cavity and over the
aperture using low pressure vapor deposition. A dielectric Si dioxide or polyamide was
then deposited only on the top surface, followed by the deposition of a 0.2 µm Ni
electrode. Lastly, another 2 µm silicon nitride film was deposited, covering the cavity
walls and top electrode. Figure 5-1 shows the finished inverted-pyramid design.

Figure 5-1 Diagram of an inverted-pyramid Si microdischarge cavity with silicon nitride top layer [1]

Using the same method, we propose to create new discharge arrays and reexamine
the growth of a SiO2 layer on the cavity wall and device life. Further, we will examine
the impact of the same list of contaminants using a variety of chamber gases, including
He, Ar, and air.
As a method to increase the selectivity of a PID detector, we will investigate the
use of multiple discharge arrays with independent electrical driving conditions, which
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may allow for the selective excitation and detection of chemical species based on their
different ionization potentials [5]. As a result, species with similar size and affinity for a
GC stationary phase that coelute, may be discriminated by the detector.
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